Boldly now coming forward are Nobel Prize Virologists and scientists, award-winning doctors, biochemists, vaccinologists, epidemiologists, pathologists, quantum biologists and also
even the very inventors themselves of the Covid-19 vaccines now are risking it all and revealing the truth & exposing the lies. The lies about Covid-19, the vaccines, vaccine
passports, the forced mandates and the global agenda behind it all. Be prepared to be shocked & disturbed! This will awaken you to their evil global agenda.
Below is a list of some of the very brave scientists who are top in their fields and are now speaking out. Great efforts globally are being made to censor, discredit, persecute and
silence them at all costs. All. Nobel Prize Winner Dr. Kary Mullis and Dr. Fauci’ s biggest critic…dead. See their direct quotes, yes their exact words and also access banned videos
that we have secured at- www.RevealingTheTruth.net. These are testimonies straight from the experts desperately trying to warn humanity of the global agenda behind this plandemic. These brave souls are now stepping out and revealing the truth and exposing the lies to the greatest deception of all time that is now being played out on all of humanity.
Research everyone listed here, connect the dots and the truth will be revealed! Be prepared, and as you awaken to the great global deception then you can help others awaken.
Dr. Luc Montagnier- Nobel Prize Winning French Virologist, Discoverer of the HIV AIDS Virus and the virus codes of the DNA
“These “vaccines” are NOT vaccines! They are designed to change your DNA and are responsible for creating the variants. The vaccine is creating Antibody-Dependent Enhancement
(ADE), making one continuously depended on more future vaccines. The hospitals are full not from the unvaccinated, but the vaccinated. The vaccinated are becoming ‘superspreaders’. Do NOT get the shot! These mask & vaccine mandates are insanity! The masks are NOT for your safety. They do not protect you. They are to control and train you to submit
to a planned agenda. There is clearly a global agenda behind all this and it is not to protect us. Quite the opposite. I am being silenced and so are many others from warning humanity.”
Dr. Kary Mullis- Nobel Prize Winner, Inventor of the PCR Test used globally to test for Covid.
“The PCR test is NOT designed for testing for viruses. The test can be easily manipulated to give you false positive results on nearly anything. It does not tell you if you are sick or going
to be sick. That is not what it is designed for. Dr. Fauci, the WHO, CDC and FDA are liars and frauds controlled by Big Pharma for money. They use fear to control people. I’ve known
Fauci for 30+ years and he does not know anything about anything. His real agenda is dictated by Big Parma to make BILLIONS off “pandemics.” He did this with AIDS back in the 80s. I
know because I was there speaking out against him then. He is a great actor and that’s all he is. I’ve been saying that publicly for many, many years. He’s NOT a scientist. He’s a fraud.”
Dr. Robert Malone- Inventor of the mRNA Covid “Vaccines” Gene Modifying Drug. Specializes in Bio-Threat, Bio-Defense & Biologics strategies. Has 100+ Peer Reviewed Publications.
“I’ve spent 30 years of my life creating vaccines. BUT this ‘vaccine’ is not actually a vaccine, at all. This ‘vaccine’ causes the Covid virus to be more infectious in those vaccinated and
is responsible for the mutations that we are now seeing, like the Delta variant and others. Beware of ANY new announcements of ‘new variants discovered’, because these “variants”
are fear propaganda designed to get humanity to follow and conform to a planned agenda. A very evil global agenda is upon us. Don’t fall for it. Do NOT comply. Do NOT submit!”
Dr. Ryan Cole- CEO and Medical Director of one of the largest independent testing labs for drugs and diseases. Dr. Cole is a Mayo Clinic trained Board Certified Pathologist. His
expertise is in immunology and virology. Dr. Cole is the Medical Director of America’s Frontline Doctors.
“This vaccine is murder for money, period. This one vaccine has killed more people then ANY medical product around the world in human history and it has only been around for less
than a year!!! Those who are vaccinated are carrying higher volume loads of the virus and are more contagious. Doctors are getting paid from Medicare a 20% bonus for giving those
with Covid Remdesivir for people that come to the hospital, which is killing them. We need to stop the insanity immediately. This is a poisonous attack on the global population. And it
needs to stop now! This isn’t a vaccine. They keep lying to the public by calling this a vaccine. Do not get the vaccine. Do not believe the lie. All “new cases” and “deaths from Covid”
are NOT the actual truth. The PCR test used globally is NOT designed for Covid and the numbers are being greatly manipulated. Do NOT believe the lie! Do NOT conform or submit!”
Dr. Peter A. McCullough MD, MPH, FACC, FCCP, FAHA, FNKF, FNLA, FCRSA- Epidemiologist, Cardiologist & Professor of Medicine at Texas A & M College of Medicine. Published over 1000
publications and 600 citations in the National Library of Medicine & Medical Journals. McCullough has published 45 peer-reviewed publications on Covid-19 alone, far exceeding any
other researcher world-wide. He serves on several medical editorial boards also.
“They are firing me and removing my medical licenses for warning the public of what is really happening. With over 13,000 reports to the CDC about death from the COVID-19 vaccines,
COVID-19 vaccines now have the highest death rate of any vaccines in history. Indeed, the average total vaccine deaths reported each year to the CDC, before COVID-19, was a grand
total of a little more than 100 a year. In other words, the COVID-19 vaccines have approximately 100 times more reports of death per year than the average reports for all other
vaccines combined. In the past, individual vaccines have been taken off the market for as little as 12 to 50 reported deaths. COVID-19 vaccine deaths are catastrophic and, worst yet,
reported deaths reflect only a small fraction of actual vaccine deaths in the community. The fact is these vaccines have become weaponized. The Covid variants are coming from those
vaccinated. This global pandemic was planned and there is clear proof of that. Our time to do something about this is quickly running out. We MUST act! Do not submit. Do not comply!
Robert F. Kennedy Jr.- “Anthony Fauci is a fraud and is poisoning generations of Americans thru FEAR (False Evidence Appearing Real). People are easily controlled by fear. Fear was
Hitlers greatest weapon.” “The only thing a government needs to make people into slaves and do the unthinkable is thru FEAR.” - Hitler’s Military Leader stated at the Holocaust
Nuremberg Trials (Research - Nuremberg Trials). Is history on its way to repeating itself, again? Will YOU comply? Will WE conform? Will WE THE PEOPLE submit to tyranny or dictatorship?
WE THE PEOPLE MUST STOP complying, obeying and submitting to this fear propaganda and global lie that has now led to these forced mandates. These are now giving us ultimatums,
or else?” NO SHOT, NO PROOF = NO RESTAURANTS. Next, NO WORK? NO ENTRY TO GROCERY STORES? NO MEDICAL CARE? All WITHOUT shot(s) and NOW a passport? All for a virus with a
99.9% recovery rate? When will WE THE PEOPLE & BUSINESS OWERS see the patterns “conditioning us” globally to their agenda. When will WE THE PEOPLE say WE HOLD THE POWER?
WE THE PEOPLE must EMPOWER ONE ANOTHER with THE TRUTH and STOP BELIEVING THE LIE and following the masses to and off the cliff? It is ONLY when WE STOP CONFORMING that
CHANGE WILL HAPPEN! George Washington, the 1st President of The United States, led the REVOLUTIONARY WAR by awakening the people to REBEL and REVOLT against ANY TYRANNY
OR DICTATORSHIP that leads to censoring the truth, our freedom & liberty. Washington said- “If the freedom of speech is taken away then dumb and silent we may be led, like sheep to
the slaughter.” That’s now happening globally. Shall WE THE PEOPLE be made slaves and led to the slaughter house or shall WE THE PEOPLE stand up for TRUTH, FREEDOM and LIBERTY?
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Dr. Michael Yeadon - Co-Inventor of the Covid-19 “vaccine” mRNA gene modifying drug and Ex Vice President & Chief Scientist of Pfizer Pharmaceutical (global vaccine manufacturer)
“They are using the mRNA technology that I helped co-invent to create these “vaccines” for a completely different purpose then what we invented them for. I am pro-vaccine and have
helped develop vaccines for decades, however these Covid-19 “vaccines” are NOT vaccines at all. They are experimental gene therapy drugs that change the genes in your body. In
every covid-19 “vaccine” shot there are 40 billion nano mRNA gene modifying molecules. Everything that the governments of the world, the WHO, the CDC, AMA, FDA and their paid-off
helpers are telling you about Covid-19, the “vaccines” and your safety from this man-made virus is all complete lies. Masks and lockdowns are completely worthless and not needed.
Long term use of masks IS causing great harm globally and socially conditioning everyone step by step to continue to comply to more and more mandates. It’s never ending! When will
people wake up? Covid can be easily cured by using safe, cheap and readily available drugs like Ivermectin which has been around for 40+ years. High doses of Vitamin C, D and Zinc
are highly effective at stoping covid and preventing it also. All these proven therapies are being systematically silenced, globally. You should completely disregard all announcements
telling you of “new cases rising” or “deaths from Covid” in your community or country. The ways the PCR test is being used globally to test for Covid is completely fraudulent!”
Yeadon further states- “This ‘Plandemic’ is being manipulated globally on a grand scale to steer humanity using systematically planned fear propaganda towards a very evil agenda.
Every new mandate is ‘conditioning humanity’ and training us to be like sheep to conform, submit and obey to their agenda and is going to lead humanity off a cliff. The “delta variant”
and ALL ‘variants’ are being created nearly all from the vaccinated, not the unvaccinated. The vaxed are becoming super spreaders. That’s why ISRAEL, the most vaccinated country in
the world is seeing their hospitals FILLED from the vaxed. What they are doing makes me feel like we are standing at the very gates of hell. There is that much evil going on! It is
deeply disturbing! I believe there are very horrible times ahead. That is why I am desperate to wake everyone up! I and others speaking out are being silenced, ridiculed, threatened
and discredited from sharing the truth. Kary Mullis, the Nobel Prize scientist who invented the PCR test now being used globally to test for Covid I believe was killed 2 months prior to
the release of the virus. He did not die from simple pneumonia which he knew how to treat. He was silenced because he was BOLDLY calling out Fauci, the CDC, AMA, FDA and WHO for
YEARS PUBLICLY. If we ALL don’t start standing up and speaking out right now, soon it will be too late. You MUST stop submitting to these mandates NOW and STOP supporting
governments and businesses that support and enforce them. Vaccine passports are next and without one soon you won’t be able to work, buy, sell or enter public spaces without one.
Soon more & more vaccines and mandates will be required. All for money and to have complete control over our lives. Their agenda is clear- MASS DEPOPULATION!”

OTHER TRUTH SPEAKERS
Dr. Mercola, Dr. David Martin, Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Dr. Ryan Cole, Dr. Kary Mullis, Dr. Dan Erickson, Dr. Scott Jensen, Prof. Martin Kulldorff, Prof. Sunetra Gupta, Prof. Jay Bhattacharya,
Dr. Byram Bridle, Dr. Stella Immanuel, Dr. Andrew Kaufman, Robert Kennedy Jr., Dr. Sam Bailey, Dr. Zev Zelenko, Dr. Peter Breggin, Professor Christian Perronne, Dr. Reiner Fuelmich,
Karen Kingston, Stew Peters and hundreds more! Visit- stopworldcontrol.com & gbdeclaration.org Be Brave. Be Bold. Do Good. Seek Truth. Share Truth. God Be With You.
It’s time to do your own homework! STOP listening to and reading the “news” owned entirely by the global elites. Research each of these brave souls and many others globally that are
now revealing the truth and exposing the great lie being propagated on all of humanity. Big-tech, Big-pharma, the media, the global elites and governments of the world are going to
great efforts to censor the truth. You must do the same to find the truth. Wikipedia, the main stream media (owned by the global elites), the WHO, FDA, AMA, CDC and Dr. Fauci himself
are all behind this evil & dark global agenda. Do your research hard! Research the patents filed for this man-made virus years ago and the bio-weapons labs here and in China where
it was created, years ago. You will be shocked and disturbed to your core! Right now go Google up “Who Paid The Largest Criminal Fine In History”. In 2009 the largest criminal fraud in
history globally was exposed. Who was it? Pfizer Pharmaceutical, the largest global covid-19 vaccine manufacture! Still want the jab? Still want to comply to this global agenda?
To get around the censorship happening world-wide to suppress the truth “for our good”, go to free speech platforms and research (using key words) these truth speakers and others.
Subscribe, join and follow their channels and websites, daily! More evidence and truth is being revealed daily and at warp speed! It’s also being censored and removed that fast too!
It is time to seek truth and share truth for fear is infiltrating the minds of humanity, globally. FEAR is the virus. TRUTH is the cure. Be Brave. Be Bold. Do Good. Seek Truth. Share Truth.

TRUTH & FREE SPEECH WEBSITES
americasfrontlinedoctors.org, Mercola.com, PlandemicSeries.com, Telegram.org, Gab.com, uncoverdc.com, forbiddenknowledgetv.net, americaoutloud.com, YouTube alternatives Brighteon.com, Rumble.com, BitChute.com & odyssee.com (Use Keywords: Event 201, Plandemic, Yeadon, Malone, Mullis, Peter McCullough, The Great Reset, DAVOS 2021 and more).
To get you started go to www.RevealingTheTruth.net to watch powerful testimonies from banned videos by the inventors themselves of the mRNA Covid vaccines Dr. Robert Malone &
Dr. Michael Yeadon, Nobel Prize Scientist Dr. Kary Mullis- Inventor of the PCR test used globally to test for covid, Nobel Prize Virologist Dr. Luc Montagnier- Discoverer of the AIDS Virus,
Dr. David Martin - Researcher & Patent Expert who exposes over 100 patents filed for the corona virus, testing & treatment for it YEARS BEFORE the pandemic proving it was planned.

History Will Repeat Itself Unless We The People Make A Stand And Just Say No To The Jab & Mandates!
“The only thing a government needs to make people into slaves and do the unthinkable is thru FEAR.” ~ Adolf Hitler

Thomas Jefferson
“When the people fear the government there is tyranny. But when the government fears the people there is liberty! All tyranny needs
to get a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent. When injustice becomes law, resistance becomes duty.”

God Shows Us The Way
“Do not conform to the ways of this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that you may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God.” ~ Jesus
🙏 MATTHEW 24 ❤
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